PREFACE
INTRODUCTION
The basic problem in test selection is one of selecting a subset of predictors (tests), given a larger set of possible predic tors, in such a manner that a measured criteflon can be predicted as efficiently or more efficiently (due to high shrinkage), In the probability sense, from a weighted composite of the subset of pre dictors as it can be from the whole set of weighted predictors. In other words, the aim of test selection is to maximize prediction of a given criterion and minimize cost where cost is a factor. To accomplish this aim, two common approaches have been followed. These Table 1 .
The proposed 2x2x2x4 ANOVA design with a within cell n of 5 implies that a total of 320 appropriate intercorrelatlon matrices are required. After the necessary 320 matrices were generated, the four test selection methods under consideration were applied, according to the above ANOVA design, to the first 160 matrices, hereinafter called ince this experiment may be replicated by using the four A matrices together with a score generator program, the generated score data are not available for distribution. Table 2 with decimal points omitted (decimal points appeared In front of each three digit number). A standard fixed factor four way ANOVA was then performed on the data presented in Table 2 . The results of the ANOVA are presented in Table 3 . 
CHAPTER III

RESULTS
It is well known that
THE PARAMETER IS M T -----------------
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under the condition of no external criterion being available and under the condition of an external criterion being avail able. Burt concludes that when an external criterion is available multiple regression produces the best differential weighting, but, that when no external criterion is available factor analysis, using cooxnunalltles, yields factors which can then be weighted to produce the best differential weight ing. Burt recommends that there is no point in attempting differential weighting if the correlation between the weighted and unweighted predictors is significantly larger than the reliability coefficient for the weighted predictors.
Cureton, E. E. Approximate linear restraints and best predictor weights. Educ. and Psychol. Meas., 1951, LI, 12-15. It is pointed out that, except in large samples, least-squares estimates of regression weights tend to overfit the data they are based upon, and that the use of these estimates in cross-validation therefore tends to produce composite R's which are less than the multiple R obtained in validation. Cureton further points out that least-squares estimates of regression weights are not necessarily good esti mates of population values because of the effects of linear restraints. A linear restraint occurs, for example, when two predictors correlate highly in a sample. Such a high corre lation says, in effect, that the two predictors form really only one predictor and the number of predictors is therefore restralnted. Such a restraint will cause the estimates of the population weights for the two predictors to fluctuate wildly, with one predictor being weighted highly and the other near zero in a given sample, whereas the reverse may happen in another sample. A worked example of the Summerfleld-Lubin Test Selection method is given, and the method is compared with
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